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1000 questions series (Day – 2)

1. Select the correct verb.
I shall tell you when she…….
a) Will come
b) Come
c) Comes
d) Is coming
Answer - C
Solution - This is a conditional sentence and has two clauses, the first clause is in
future indefinite tense so the other will be in present indefinite tense. So V1 with
“s” comes will be used.
2. Identify the correct preposition.
He dealt very politely ……. me.
a) In
b) At
c) With
d) To
Answer - C
Solution - deal + in + something
Deal + with + someone
3. Choose the correct word.
a) Permitted

b) Permited
c) Parmitted
d) Permmited
Answer - A
Solution - “Permitted (allowed)” is the correctly spelt word.
4. Fill in the blank with the correct article.
Dry these boots in …….. sun.
a) An
b) A
c) The
d) None of these
Answer - C
Solution - article “the” is used before the bodies of the universe.
5. Identify the antonym of the given word.
Serene
a) Impure
b) Agitated
c) Showy
d) Complicated
Answer - B
Solution - Serene - peaceful, quiet, restful e.t.c. are the similar words.
“Agitated” will be the opposite word.
6. Give one word substitute.
A decision taken by the votes of all
a) Cliché

b) Democracy
c) Posthumous
d) Turn coat
Answer - B
Solution - Cliche - a phrase or opinion that is overused and betrays a lack of
original thought.
Democracy - a system of government by the whole population or all the eligible
members of a state.
Posthumous - appearing after the death of the originator.
7. A piece of writing full of words, more than required
a) Manuscript
b) Verbose
c) Ambiguity
d) Scanty
Answer - B
Solution - Manuscript - a book, document, or piece of music written by

hand rather than typed or printed.
Verbose - using or expressed in more words than are needed.
Ambiguity - the quality of being open to more than one interpretation.
Scanty - small or insufficient in quantity or amount.
8. Identify the correct choice.
Eight scientists have ______ the national awards for outstanding contribution and
dedication to the profession.
a) Bestowed
b) Picked

c) Bagged
d) Conferred
Answer - C
Solution - Bagged - succeeded in catching or receiving.
Conferred - granted.
Sentence is in active voice so “bagged” fits best if it was in passive voice then
“conferred” must be used.
9. Identify the synonym of the given word.
MASSACRE
a) Stab
b) Slaughter
c) Murder
d) Assassinate
Answer - B
Solution - MASSACRE - slaughter, butcher e.t.c.
10. Fill in the blank with suitable conjunction.
Make haste, ………. You will miss the bus.
a) Otherwise
b) Or
c) If
d) Although
Answer - A
Solution - Otherwise - in other respects; apart from that.

This conjunction shows the opposite consequence of the clause.
11. Form an adjective from the given word.
CRIME

a) The crime
b) Crimer
c) Crime
d) Criminal
Answer - D
12. Give the plural of the given word.
SHELF
a) Shelfs
b) Selves
c) Shelf
d) Shelves
Answer - D
13. Fill in the blank with suitable word .
Last year the performance of this production unit was ……… .
a) Tall
b) Staggered
c) Fantastic
d) Below
Answer - C
Solution - Staggered - walk or move unsteadily, as if about to fall

Fantastic - extraordinarily good or attractive.
14. Identify the incorrect part.
Students should not take part (a)/ in party politics and political demonstrations (b)/
as they interfere in serious study. (c)/ No error (d)
Answer - C
Solution - here verb “interfere” is not correct.

15. Identify the meaning of the given idioms/phrases.
Will ‘O’ the wisp
a) To act in childish way
b) Acting in a foolish way
c) To have desires unbacked by effort
d) Anything which eludes or deceives
Answer - D
Solution - Will ‘O’ the wisp - An unattainable goal.
16. Identify the indirect speech.
He said, “Can you sing?”And I said, “No”.
a) He asked me that could I sing and I refused.
b) He asked me if I could sing and I said that I couldn’t.
c) I denied, when he asked me if I could sing.
d) He asked me if I could sing and I said no.
Answer - D
Solution - in interrogative sentence when converting into indirect speech we use
conjunction “If/whether and interrogative words” given. Option D will be the
Answer.
17. Change the voice.
The residents celebrated the Independence Day.
a) The Independence Day is celebrated by the residents.
b) The Independence Day was celebrated by the residents.
c) The Independence Day has been celebrated by the residents.
d) Celebration of Independence Day was done by the residents.
Answer - B

Solution - when we convert active voice into passive voice Structure - Subject + verb + object + other words (Active voice)
Object of the active + helping verb + V3 + by + subject of the active
Read the following passage and Answer.
Mikhail Gorbechev’s ouster, though dramatic in every respect, is on no account a
surprise. Both his foes and his closest friends had been warning him of it with a
heightening sense of urgency for the past several months. Its consequences,
however are wholly unpredictable The Soviet Union could well witness protracted
violence on a mass scale should the reformists and supporters of the republic, those
who have sought varying degrees of sovereignty for themselves, choose the defy
the central authority. It is possible that the country after an initial period of
uncertainty and perhaps even violence, could revert to the pre-perestroika system.
Equally uncertain is the course of East-West relations.
These are bound to deteriorate though the extent of deterioration must remain a
matter of conjecture. Hailed abroad as a leader who had dared to free Soviet
citizens from fear, who had enabled the countries of Eastern Europe to become
democracies even as they regained their full sovereign status, who had paved the
way for the reunification of Germany and who had exposed the moribund and
totalitarian character of communism, he appeared, at home, to come under fire
from all sides.
18. The relations between the Soviet Union and western countries
a) Are likely to remain unaffected
b) May improve considerably
c) Will definitely get worse
d) Will fluctuate
Answer - B
19. As a result of his policies, the countries of Eastern Europe became
a) Democratic and truly independent
b) Authoritarian and inhuman
c) United and totalitarian

d) Democratic but with a monarchy
Answer - A
20. The removal of Mikhail Gorbachev from power is
a) Vivid and shocking
b) Dramatic but expected
c) Thrilling and extraordinary
d) Strange and cruel
Answer - B

